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What is an adequate pension?

• Pensions are two things
– Social welfare: to avoid poverty – State role?
– Long-term savings: to supplement lifestyle – Private?

• Employer final salary schemes do both
• Adequacy and affordability
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Pensions crisis - what went wrong?

• ‘Early retirement’ and unrealistic expectations 
• Life expectancy increasing sharply 
• Too much burden pushed on employers and equities
• Equity returns not reliable – longevity, inflation
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Future of final salary schemes?

• Final salary will die out
• Defined benefit will be career average
• But 21st Century employers don’t do social welfare
• Will they stay in business long enough?
• Underestimated costs and risks
• DC is the future
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Pensions and risk

• Investment risk
• Longevity risk
• Interest rate risk
• Salary inflation risk
• Regulation risk
• There are no guarantees
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What pensions can do

• State pension can provide a basic minimum
• State pension can provide base for saving
• Private pensions boost long-term saving
• Employers can help in this process

»BUT…
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What pensions can’t do
• Pensions can’t solve the pensions crisis
• Pensions can’t keep stretching longer at same level
• Investment risk may not be rewarded 

– no loyalty bonus! 

• Level annuities eroded by inflation
• 3% inflation = 25% loss of value in 10 years
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This affects everyone

• Ageing demographic profile
• More older citizens with less money
• Less spending power
• Lower growth
• Heading for economic decline unless we rethink
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Pension planning

• Work less
• Save less
• Live longer

• It does not stack up!
• Pension age has to rise
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Alternative thinking for individuals

•Bonus years
•New phase of life
•Gradually cut down, not suddenly stopping
•2-3 days work, 4-5 days off
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What Government can do

• Simple, decent minimum state pension [£155pw?]
• Issue longevity gilts, cpi gilts
• Encourage long-term savings – NEST + flexibility
• Facilitate advice and education
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What employers can do

• End age discrimination in labour market
• More flexibility – like for working mothers
• Pre-retirement planning seminars
• Help older workers cut down gradually
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What financial industry can do

• Realistic expectations
• Help manage risk
• Manage and monitor investments over time
• Creative products – lifetime savings, lottery?
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Conclusions

• Rethink pensions 
• Rethink retirement – part-time ‘bonus years’
• Flexibility
• Wake up to reality
• Ageing can be great news! 


